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AUSTRALIAN SLEDDOG SPORTS ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING MINUTES

Saturday 22 Oct 20
14.00h WST/ 17.00h EST

Attendees:
Darren Scragg Chair
David Dyer

Todd Maguire
Craig Heard

Nathan McNee
Jenny Taplin

Kevin Davies Michelle Matthews Alex Watkins
Vanessa Joy
Annie Jackson
Brad Powell
Chris Grilk
Donna Needham

Peter Taplin
Bec Jackson
Judith Hay
Richard Grilk

Trent Haymen
Greg Goodfellow
Sean Hennessy
Susanne Hodgson

1. Opening of Meeting

● 1.04pm

2. Apologies:

● Phil Freidlander, Prue De Vries, Darren Watson

3. Confirmation of previous minutes

The Minutes of the last AGM held on 22nd Oct 2016 was accepted with no
amendments. Acceptance of minutes proposed by  Todd McGuire and
seconded by Judith Hay

4. Reports
4.1 President’s report
From a President’s perspective, 2017 for the most, has been a quieter year than
the previous 3 after somewhat of a controversial start.
The controversy earlier in the year was based upon our interactions with the
IFSS. Despite the IFSS purporting to be the leading body in our sport, they
continually demonstrate new lows in professionalism. The election of the new
Continental Director was a farce. The IFSS was unwilling to follow their own
rules, were unable to read the lay of the land and in the end were too weak to
decide or correct their own mistakes. However, the process was beneficial for
ASSA as it has improved our relationship with the NZFSS. The outcome of the
episode has been that ASSA and NZFSS have agreed to keep merit based
selection processes in place for future vacancies in that role.
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Despite all of this and the unfair criticism of the previous Continental Director,
we have had almost no communications from the IFSS representative whose role
is to represent ASSA to the IFSS. In fact, I believe we have only received 2
emails; 1 confirming data we had already sent to the IFSS months earlier and
the other looking for our input into the World Cup process. However, apart from
a social media post, we have not been consulted about rule changes such as the
introduction of 4 wheeled rigs for some classes.
The other disappointing reflection was the formation of the new Federation in
Australia, especially given that those behind it, had chosen not to use any of
pre-existing proactive avenues to seek change to ASSA. One can never
underestimate the small number of cowardly, short-sighted, narcissists who can’t
see past their own egos and hide behind their own hypocritical catch phrases in
justifying their immature decisions. However, I am really proud in how this ASSA
Committee stood together and unified at the time this occurred. We responded
effectively and nearly 12 months later we have seen little effect on ASSA. In
fact, members voted with their entries and it was reassuring to see to ASSA
races very well attended , whereas the other Federation appeared to struggle.
All that being said, this sport is too small for two federations and ASSA would
welcome any club back should they ever change their mind.
On a more positive note, it was great to launch our final version of the Junior
Development Program and award an up and coming Musher with some financial
assistance to compete in New Zealand in 2017, as well as already announce the
winner for 2018. WASSA held a very successful National Championship race and
was fantastic to see them host the world’s most successful sprint musher as a
special guest. It was also great to see many more interstate people travel to
this race given the distance for people.
We also continued to evolve our rule review process to become even more
consultative and thus effective. It was great to get such positive feedback about
the Apparent Temperature rule change given we had thought it may have been
perceived controversially by some members. In fact, the IFSS even praised it
and have included it in their race judge training with the aim to potentially
introduce the rule internationally.
Other initiatives from ASSA have included the all but launched, new web site,
which will hopefully be up and running soon.
Well, that’s it for me. I certainly think ASSA has significantly improved over the
last few years, with the launch of many new initiatives and increased the
professionalism and transparency. It hasn’t been easy and not all people will
agree with them. I want to thank David Dyer and Todd who have been very
supportive of all the changes, plus the 3 secretaries in Michelle, Maggie and
Sheedy.  They have all been great support.   All the best to the new committee.

Darren Scragg
ASSA President

4.2 Secretary’s report
Welcome everyone, well another year down. I promised myself I would step
down this year, with 8 dogs and more coming and commitments on other
committees I was getting very tired. BUT I couldn’t help feel there was more to
do, the split within the sport has been really difficult, though the affects haven’t
been felt here in WA but the East Coast entries of the AFSS races have been
very small for clubs that are usually very strong. I don’t really understand the
reasons for another association, the reasons given seemed to change depending
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on who you were speaking too. Either way it is really disappointing and our sport
cannot afford to be divided. With our new NSW State Rep I believe that they are
in good hands to re-grow the sport in that state. Which is a great start.
I wish Darren all the best for the future and hope that he doesn’t walk away
from the sport completely, his knowledge and love of the sport would be greatly
missed, not to mention his – well let’s just say interesting sense of humour.
To all the Club Secretaries I have dealt with this year, Thank you for all your
help.
I am very very proud of my Club WASSA for an amazingly run Nationals, our
members showed the interstate visitors how friendly and welcoming we can be
and I believe a great time was had by all.
One hope for next year, is that we get member lists in earlier and members and
clubs make sure that email addresses are correct as I have quite a few that
bounce, I have fixed most now but have about 5 SA and 1 Tas email that is still
not going through.
Huge congrats to all the winners at Nationals and the state and national
pointscore. Well done.
I hope everyone has a great off season and a fantastic pre-season and see you
all next year.

ASSA Secretary Michelle Matthews

4.3 Vice Presidents Report
Well what a very uneventful year………. Only kidding!

While there were some disappointing aspects to the year with the departure of a
group of clubs from the association there were some very positive aspects also,
the strength and solidarity of the remaining clubs being a key one, a very
successful National Championship race held in WA, the second year of an
ever-improving Junior development programme etc.
I would like to congratulate Ebony Powell on winning the Junior programme this
year well deserved and also to all the other Juniors out there on well done on a
great season the choice in picking the winner was not an easy one with the long
list of up and coming talent around the country.
Going into the future we had a job to do to unite the sport once again and to
ensure our for is heard on an international stage, as it certainly feels that on that
stage we are not taken seriously and are view as just a source of income for the
international body, which is a shame. But hopefully into the future we can work
to remedy that also.
The association is not perfect, nor has it ever been or likely will be but we can
and must keep chipping away to help grow the sport as it pertains to Australia to
make it as well organised and as professional as possible. Not everyone will be
happy with decisions that are made, but all are made, and have been made with
the best of intent.

I look forward to a new year and some new members on the committee to move
things forward and thank those who have served for the last while who are now
stepping Down

Vice President
David Dyer
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4.4 Treasurers Report

Points to note:

● Individual & Family Memberships up on previous year
● Affiliations down $3765.00 on previous year due to the formation of the

AFSS.
● Sponsorship & Trophy/Ribbon expenses down on previous year despite

increasing the amount paid to the host club of the nationals.
● Insurance slightly cheaper than previous year
● Overall loss of $1843.56 for the year, but if you take into account the lost

revenue for affiliations, this result is not too bad.

Financial Summary 2016/17
Income:
Memberships $288.00
Affiliations $3,890.00
IFSS DID Numbers $500.00
Merchandise $160.00
Titles $30.00
Other Income $216.25
Interest Received $0.89

TOTAL Income - $5,085.14

Expenses Paid 1/5/15 to 30/4/16 (Summary):

Sponsorship $2,162.54
IFSS Affiliation & DID Numbers $1,516.26
Eureka Phone Conferencing $1,289.35
Insurance $1,125.65
Dept of Fair Trading Annual Return $71.00
Merchandise $209.00
Other Expenses $554.90
TOTAL Expenses - $6,928.70

Profit/Loss for 2016/17 Financial Year - -$1,843.56
Balance Sheet as at 30 April 2017
CBA Bank Account                  $6323.49

4.5 ACT report – no report for ACT

4.6 NSW report –
My Main aim as NSW ASSA representative is to get the sport up and going again
in NSW.
As the newly formed AFSS federation and its affiliated club in NSW only saw the
club members and a few AFSS affiliated club members attend the races, Race
attendance pretty much halved in NSW. This is very disappointing when we are
trying to grow the sport.
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Although one of the clubs continues to grow in membership numbers there is
little interstate interest to compete.

I’m hoping that the ASSA committee will ask Sibe Ex if they are interested in
holding an ASSA point score race 2018.
The SHCNSW is hoping to get up and going again and intending on holding an
ASSA point score race next season.
Wingello State Forest is a fantastic race venue with awesome tracks (my training
ground) and my hope is that we can encourage interstate competitors to
participate.

Regards
Donna Needham
NSW ASSA rep
.
4.7 QLD Report
NEGRC’s 2017 season started out with a 100m Sprint down at the Gold Coast to
showcase the sport. Then with a second 100m sprint at Dogs QLD site. A lot of
attention drawn in from spectators mainly at Gold Coast event, did not turn into
member numbers for the club unfortunately. None the less great fun had by all
involved. Kept a bit of the fun rivalry going.
There was a couple of races that had heats cancelled due to temps, one training
weekend cancelled due to Kennel cough concerns with some dogs, a couple of
low attendances at races with some bouts of flu through the humans also. With
that there was still 6 Race weekends & the Northern Challenge run.
With the rule change for temperatures the club trialed afternoon Canicross &
Bikejor heats before dark which worked really well. A trial of a Club Relay race
was tested to see how it would work. Positive feedback on that also for possible
event in 2018.

The Northern Challenge saw the return of some interstaters as well, was great to
see them return, thank you to those that made the trip.
The 2nd ASSA Pointscore race went really well, good attendances and the club
raised $1000 for YOUNG VETERANS which is a great cause for our returned
Defence Force personnel.
Well done to all members for the year.
Farewell to Season 2017 & bring on season 2018. With lots of cold weather.
(Hopefully)

Brad Powell
QLD State Rep

4.8 SA Report

SA had a successful year, disappointingly the Pointscore race had some issues
but the rest of the year was well received. A new committee into 2018 is looking
forward to running the Nationals in July.

Darren Scragg
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4.9 Tasmania State Rep Report
2017 has been a year of continued growth of dog powered sports within
Tasmania. The Tasmanian Association of Sleddog Sports INC (TASSI) committee
once again worked tirelessly throughout the year planning, coordinating, locating
trails, promoting and successfully conducting 4 races during the season at
various locations across the State.

The club welcomed the expertise and guidance of Darren Scragg who was this
year’s Race Marshal at the Club’s ASSA Point Score race in August, and being
such a new club, this knowledge and advice has been crucial in the club’s
continued maturity.

TASSI now heads into 2018 with a full and very enthusiastic committee and will
continue to work on strategies that encourages continued awareness and growth
in the sport within Tasmania.

Prue deVries
Tasmanian ASSA State Rep

4.10 Vic State Report

2017 was my first year as one of the two ASSA reps for Victoria and on ASSA committee.  I
have enjoyed my time working with the 2017 Committee, and look forward to contributing
over the new year ahead.  

Victoria hosted four ASSA Pointscore races, two snow (Falls Creek and Baw Baw Sled Dog
Dash), and two Dryland Races (NVSDC Classic and Goldseekers).  

Falls Creek was very well attended by mushers, and there was a lot of snow!  Friday nights
heat was held in blizzard conditions which was exciting and challenging at the same time.
 The race drew extremely large crowds of spectators as usual and I’m sure will continue to
go from strength to strength.  For Baw Baw the weather was not so kind with Sunday's heat
having to be cancelled, but Saturdays heat went ahead as planned.  The youngest of the
snow races, I’m sure this race will also continue to grow over time.  We are very lucky as
Victorians to have the opportunity to race on snow, with dedicated RGO’s going that extra
mile to negotiate with resort managements to hold quality events.

NVSDC Classic once again held a well organised race weekend with extremely high entries
and great competition.  The race was also an IFSS World Cup accredited race.  Weather
was almost perfect with cold mornings and sunny days.  NVSDC recently held their AGM,
with some new faces joining the existing team on the Committee, and continues to be one of
the most vibrant Sled Dog races on the Australian calendar.

It was great to have Goldseekers Sled Dog Club back this season.  The race as usual was a
professionally run event and well supported by mushers from both Victoria and interstate.
 As an added highlight, existing results for the weekend were tallied into a ‘State Of Origin’
Tally, which was won by the Interstaters.  I’m sure Victorian mushers will look forward to
changing that result next year.

Disappointingly the formation of a second Australian Federation saw Victorians struggle to
have ASSA pointscore races to attend.  Traditionally ASSA pointscores in NSW and
Canberra were attended by Victorians,  however they were not available this season past.
 The result of this going forward will possibly be more Victorians attending the ASSA
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pointscore races in SA, and taking advantage of the excellent pine forest trails there.  Lets
hope that sanity and the good of sport prevails moving forward and some sort of unification
can be found.

Annie Jackson
State Rep

4.11 WA State Report

The 2017 season started disappointingly with the creation of a new federation
and that resulted in long serving ASSA affiliated clubs leaving for the new
federation, we lost one here in WA. The lack of communication from clubs to
ASSA beforehand, the year previously and the comments that have resulted
from the creation of a second federation has been appalling. The Mushing
community in Australia needs realise that we are all in this sport for the same
reason and the common goal between all parties is “improving the sport”, but
this year was truly a jump in the wrong direction. Dog sledding in Australia is too
small to have these sorts of issues that will damage the reputation of its
members and the sport for many years to come. This year also saw the lowest
amount of DID registrations (5) since I have been involved in ASSA. This greatly
reflects the lack of understanding from the IFSS about the Oceania region, which
includes their failure in promoting the sport here in Australia and their interest in
increasing growth on an international level. States need to give greater
consideration on who they elect on being their state representative, the same as
people would on any other election. Remember this is your voice in the national
federation. Clubs need someone who will work on and address their issues,
communicate from committee’s through to members and give you the value for
money with your ASSA affiliation fees. Here in WA, we had the privilege of
hosting the nationals which was run by Western Australia Sleddog Sports
Asssociation. All in all, was very successful and a well-run. We saw Lena Boysen
Hillestad and her son Andre attend, it was great to meet and spend time with
two amazing ambassadors for the sport, having them at the nationals was a
brilliant initiative. A big thank you to all those who travelled all the way from
their respective states, it was great to meet a lot of like-minded people. Well
done to all the committees and members who put in countless hours to host
such an event. We also saw the new Dryland Sleddog Club WA host 2 events this
year, their point score race was at a new location here in WA. The event was a
big learning experience for the club and they handled it immaculately, the
amount of hard work and preparation that went into the event reflected how well
the weekend eventuated. It was great to see WASSA and DSDWA working
closely together for other events throughout the season and hopefully this can
continue into the future. To the outgoing ASSA committee, well done all of your
hard work, it has not gone unnoticed and thank you for all of your countless
hours volunteered to the sport. To the incoming committee, good luck and I wish
you all the best..

Alex Watkins
State Rep
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5. Special Reports

5.1 IFSS Oceania CD report – Hello ASSA and its members. I am writing this
report to give a brief rundown of the year in the IFSS for Oceania. Let me start
by saying that it has been a challenging year to say the least.  I was expecting
this but was also hoping differences could be pushed aside for the benefit and
the growth of the sport that we all love so much. After failed attempts to
communicate with the president it became clear that he was not interested in
putting personal differences aside in the best interest of the sport. This became
clear when after IFSS requested feedback for questions and instructions of 1
person from each region to report back to them, ASSA sent their feedback
directly to the IFSS after I requested we work together on said report.
I have been in this role for about 1 year now and have hit a few snags but I feel
as though these are being overcome. Firstly with the previous years DID
numbers and WC IFSS sanctioning paperwork. Both of these documents are
dated so we are unable to submit them in a timely manner. For example this
years DID paperwork gave interested members very little time to get it in before
the season started. This I believe is one of the reasons why the DID numbers
were down this year. I brought up this point at the IFSS meeting earlier this
month and I have managed to get IFSS sanctioned WC event application
paperwork along with DID application paperwork available to Oceania members
1-2 months prior to previous years. This I feel will help clubs with not having to
rush paperwork in and will also give those interested in a DID some time to get
that submitted with plenty of time before our season starts. This will also help
the ASSA treasurer with submitting DID’s without the pressure of concerned
mushers questioning if they will get their DID number in time for the first IFSS
sanctioned event.

Earlier this year IFSS implemented a rule change regarding the 6 & 8 dog
classes being required to use 4 wheeled rigs. After reading this rule change I
have been in constant contact with the IFSS about getting the rule overturned or
excluded for Oceania. I lobbied with emails giving all the points against this rule
from an Oceania perspective. I also brought this point up at the meeting stating
this could be the deciding factor for Australian clubs to NOT adopt IFSS
sanctioning for their events in the upcoming season. This rule has been brought
in purely as a safety measure which I can see their point but like I said to the
IFSS surely there are other factors in play here not just the number of wheels.
Sadly this rule WILL affect us in the 2018 season. I know North America is
fighting this rule just as hard as I did and if anything happens for North America
getting it taken out or changed I can assure ASSA and its members I will use
their successful points for us too.

With Oceania including NZ I was trying to reach out to the NZ mushers also. This
became harder than I thought. Being only able to reach out to one person and
then have them relay it to all the clubs and members I found this a little
disturbing. I heard from people that NZ had a number of members interested in
being involved with the IFSS but then being told the total opposite I started to
feel that I was getting set up to fail. I have in the last week or so been able to
make IFSS more visible in NZ. I am not saying I have everyone onside but I feel
as it may start to turn around over there. If this does work out and NZ become
more interested then this could open the door for a Continental Championship.
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This is still possibly 2 years away but it could happen and will also be a big step
for our sport in the eyes of the Australian public. We need to promote our sport
in a positive way and show that we are all serious about dog powered sports
here in Australia.
I would personally like to welcome the new ASSA committee and I also look
forward to a good working relationship with the incoming committee.
Thanks

Clint Graham
Oceania CD IFSS

5.2 Webmaster report – no report submitted

6. Notice of motion

1. ASSA Working Dog Titles -  V Joy spoke on her Motion, citing that the
Proposed amendments on the motion were for example only and she
thought committee input was required to achieve the desired result.
Unanimously voted to go to committee for further discussion.

2. Amendment to Constitution – M Matthews spoke for motion. Basically as
the constitution stands now, a person who has never participated in Sled
dog sports or even attended a race, pay a membership and nominate for a
position on the committee as either an Office bearer or a State Rep. If
changed to 3mths before Notice of AGM being called then they have been
a member for most of a season.
S Hodgson thought a slight amendment in the case that there are no
nominees should be added.
Voted Unanimously for motion with committee to look at the amendment
as suggested by S Hodgson.

7. Election of new National Council and State Representatives

7.1 Appoint scrutineer for voting counting – (non-voting/standing)
7.2ACT State Rep – No nominations position remains vacant
7.3Tasmania State Rep – Rep will be nominated after TASSI AGM
7.4 Vic State Rep 2 – TMcGuire nominated Trent Haymen, Trent
declined. Position remains vacant
7.5 WA State Rep 2 – Judith Hay Nominated by K Davies – accepted A
Watkins Nominated Peter Taplin accepted. WA Members voted 6 votes P
Taplin 2 votes J Hay. P Taplin WA State rep 2
7.6 SA State rep. C Heard Nominated S Hennessy accepted. S
Hennessy SA State Rep

8. Thank you to Outgoing committee and welcome to new committee

● David Dyer thanked the outgoing committee for their work
during the year and welcomed the new committee.

9. Close of meeting.
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